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Abstract

Cyan is a statically-typed prototype-based language that supports non-nullable types, partially safe object

initialization, gradual typing, method overloading, anonymous functions, an object-oriented exception han-

dling system, generic types with concepts, and metaprogramming at compile-time through a Metaobject

Protocol. The language offers innovative features that support each of these constructs. The goal is to

increase developer’s productivity without sacrificing security.
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1. Introduction

Interest in programming language design has in-

creased in recent decades. The new languages in-

corporate some features helping produce better and

safer code. That includes support for metapro-5

gramming, gradual typing, constructs that allow

more expressive code (less boilerplate code), and

support for functional programming and embed-

ded Domain-Specific Languages. The availability

of good IDEs and tools (such as LLVM [1] and vir-10

tual machines) made it easier to build compilers.

However, although there are lots of good languages

nowadays, there is still room for improvements in

several ubiquitous constructs.

In this article, we present the Cyan object-15

oriented language that supports innovations in
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some common constructs. Cyan programs consist

of declarations of prototypes, which are literal ob-

jects that play the role of classes. A prototype

defines the structure of its objects as a class does20

and, at the same time, it is an object when used

inside an expression. A prototype has the same

structure as its objects. For these reasons, we con-

sider Cyan a prototype-based object-oriented lan-

guage, although it does not have two characteristics25

commonly associated with this type of language:

dynamic typing (optional in Cyan) and structural

reflection at runtime. The latter allows changes

in the structure of objects at runtime. For ex-

ample, structural reflection allows the addition of30

fields and methods to regular objects and proto-

types. Cyan was initially based on the language

Omega [2], a statically-typed prototype-based lan-

guage that does not support runtime metaprogram-

ming.35
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Cyan is statically-typed with support for grad-

ual typing, compile-time metaprogramming, non-

nullable types, safe object initialization, and generic

prototypes. The language considers almost every-

thing as an object, supports a limited form of plug-40

gable type systems [3], and an innovative object-

oriented exception handling system. Many of the

features were implemented through compile-time

metaprogramming. There has been a stable com-

piler since 2016 which produces Java source code,45

which means the two languages interoperate well.

The compiler and all the documentation on the lan-

guage are available at www.cyan-lang.org.

This paper is organized as follows. The next Sec-

tion shows the basic Cyan syntax needed to under-50

stand the rest of the text. Section 3 describes ev-

erything related to types in the language: message

passing, inheritance, method overloading, gradual

typing, and so forth. Metaprogramming at compile-

time is described in Section 4. Initialization of ob-55

jects and its rules are in Section 5. Section 6 ex-

plains why not all prototypes can be considered ob-

jects. Generic prototypes are discussed in Section 7.

The object-oriented exception handling system is

presented in Section 8.60

2. Basic Syntax of Cyan

This Section presents the basic syntax of Cyan

necessary to understand the rest of the paper. A

class in languages such as Smalltalk [4], Java [5],

C♯ [6], and C++ [7] declares fields and methods65

that its instances will have. Hence, a class is a tem-

plate for the creation of its objects. A class, even

when considered as an object, does not have the

fields and methods it describes. In Cyan, a proto-

type is a type and also a template for the creation70

of its instances. In addition, when a prototype is

used inside an expression, it is considered an object

that has the structure itself declares. For example,

when used inside an expression, prototype Int is an

object of type Int that is the same as 0.75

assert Int*Int + 1 + Int == 1;

assert String == "";

// call String method ’size ’

assert String size == 0;

Inside an expression, prototype String has type80

String and value "". Methods * and + are declared

in prototype Int and size is declared in String.

The following paragraphs present the basic syn-

tax and semantics of Cyan fundamental for the un-

derstanding of the rest of the article.85

Listing 1 shows a prototype Person in Cyan with

one constructor, “init:”. It could have a parame-

terless method init too. Method declaration start

with func followed either by a single identifier (for

unary methods, without parameters) or a sequence90

of

ident: parameters

ident is called a method keyword or just a keyword.

There may be more than one method keyword fol-

lowed by parameter declarations as in this example:95

func at: Int line , Int column

put: String text

color: Int color { ... }

This method is called as in

panel at: 20, 75100

put: "A"
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color: 236;

This is called a message passing or, more specifi-

cally, a keyword message passing. A call without

parameters, like person getName, is called a unary105

message passing. The Cyan syntax for method dec-

laration and message passing is similar to Smalltalk

[4] although with one important difference: in

Cyan, after a method keyword there may appear

zero or more than one formal parameter declara-110

tion or, in case of a message passing, zero or more

than one argument. In Smalltalk, every keyword is

linked to exactly one parameter. The return value

type of a method is given after ->. If not provided,

Nil is assumed. Methods are public by default.115

Prototype Person declares get and set methods

for the private fields name and age. Fields are some-

times called instance variables, data members, or

attributes.

Fields declared with the Cyan keyword let in-120

stead of var are read-only fields, they can only be

assigned to in their declarations or in the construc-

tors.

object Number

let Int value = 0;125

func init: Int value {

self.value = value

}

func getValue -> Int = value;

func setValue: Int value {130

// compilation error

self.value = value

}

end

1 package main

2 object Person

3 func init: String name ,

4 Int age {

5 self.name = name;

6 self.age = age

7 }

8 func name: String name

9 age: Int age {

10 self.name = name;

11 self.age = age

12 }

13 func getName -> String = name;

14 func setName: String name {

15 self.name = name

16 }

17 func getAge -> Int = age;

18 func setAge: Int age {

19 self.age = age

20 }

21 var String name

22 var Int age

23 end

Listing 1: Person prototype in Cyan
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Fields declared without var or let are read-only.135

Fields and methods shared by all objects of the

same prototype are preceded by keyword shared. A

shared method can only access shared fields. self

is a pseudo-variable, it refers to the object that re-

ceived the message. It is the same as this in Java140

[5], C♯ [6] and C++ [7] or self of Smalltalk and

Swift [8].1

The Java language supports single class inheri-

tance and multiple interface inheritance. The con-

straints in Cyan are the same as in Java, although145

the names of the concepts are different. Let us ex-

plain that. In Cyan, keyword interface is used in-

stead of object to specify a prototype that declares

only method signatures (methods without bodies).

The compiler itself adds bodies that throw excep-150

tions when called (they should not be called). In-

terfaces work mainly as types.

To make the explanation of inheritance pre-

cise, in this paragraph non-interface prototypes

will be called ni-prototypes (those declared with155

“object”). A ni-prototype can inherit from just

one ni-prototype using the keyword extends (like

in Java, where a class can only inherit from a single

superclass). But it can inherit from multiple inter-

faces through keyword implements (as in Java). An160

interface cannot implement any other interface, but

it can inherit from several interfaces (as in Java). A

ni-prototype should define all methods declared in

its superinterfaces unless it is an abstract prototype

(declared with keyword abstract before object).165

Therefore, Cyan supports only single inheritance

1The language from Apple, not the original Swift lan-

guage (http://www.swift-lang.org).

(in the common use of these words) because there

may be just one superprototype that is not an in-

terface. However, it supports multiple inheritance

in relation to interfaces. From now on, superpro-170

totypes that are not interfaces will be called just

superprototypes.

There is a top-level prototype called Any that is

inherited (directly or indirectly) by all prototypes

but Nil (this prototype will be detailed later). The175

basic prototypes of Cyan are Byte, Short, Int,

Long, Char, Boolean, Float, Double, and String.

They all inherit from Any and, therefore, are refer-

ence types. Conceptually, a variable of type Int

does not hold an integer, instead, it refers to a180

dynamically-allocated Int object. Similar to Scala

[9] and unlike boxed objects in Java, methods ==

and != compare the values of the basic type objects

(not their pointers).

For every init and init: constructor of a pro-185

totype T, the compiler adds methods

func new -> T { ... }

func new: paramDeclaration

-> T { ... }

to T that are responsible for allocating memory and190

initializing the object. Hence, object creation in

Cyan is made with methods. This is unlike most

class-based object-oriented languages because they

use operator new or special constructs. As a result,

new or new can be called using runtime metapro-195

gramming as any other method.

The name of a unary method is its sole identi-

fier as getName. The name of a keyword method

is the concatenation of all its keyword names, each

followed by the number of parameters and a white200
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space.

func at: Int n, String s

with: Person p { ... }

func at: Int n

with: Person p { ... }205

The name of the methods of this last example are

"at:2 with :1"

"at:1 with :1"

The selector of a unary method is its identifier. The

selector of a keyword method is the concatenation210

of its keywords. In the last example, both methods

have the same selector: “at:with:”.

A subprototype can override an inherited

method with the same name by using the key-

word override, which is demanded. The param-215

eter types in the subprototype method should be

equal to the corresponding types in the superproto-

type method unless keyword overload is used (ex-

plained later). The return value type of the sub-

prototype method can be a subtype of the return220

value type of the superprototype method (covariant

rule [10]). Since the name of a method only uses

its keywords and the number of parameters of each

keyword, the compiler can differentiate two meth-

ods without examining any type.225

3. Type Checking and Gradual Typing

Some main types in Cyan are shown in Figure 1.

A dashed line means that the bottom type is a sub-

type of the top type, although there is no inheri-

tance relationship between them. A type is a sub-230

prototype of a type that is above it if there is a

Dyn

NilAny

PersonInt

Figure 1: Type and prototype hierarchies in Cyan

regular line between them. Subprototypes are al-

ways subtypes.

Type Dyn is the supertype of all prototypes and

even of all Java classes when mixing Cyan and Java235

code. Dyn is not a prototype and there is no source

code associated with it. For these two reasons, it

is called a virtual type. Dyn cannot be used inside

expressions and it disables type checking (more on

that later). Prototype Nil cannot be inherited and240

it does not inherit from any other. A prototype

that does not explicitly inherit from any prototype

inherits from Any. Therefore, Any is the top-level

prototype. Figure 1 exemplifies that every basic

type, such as Int, and every developer-defined pro-245

totype, as Person, inherits from Any. The decisions

associated with the choice of this hierarchy design

will be presented later on.

Unions. A union type is defined as two or more

non-union types separated by |, as in this example:250

var Int|String is = 0;

var Char|Double|String|Int

|Any|Nil every;

var Bacteria|Plant|Human alive;

var Int|Dyn id;255

Unions are also considered virtual types because

there are no source code associated with them. A
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union

T1|T2|...|Tn

has to obey two restrictions: no Ti can be a union260

and supertypes should appear later on the list (Ti

cannot be supertype of Tj if i < j). Therefore,

union Any|Int is illegal. This last restriction is

intended to make unions clearer to read. Proto-

type Nil does not have superprototypes or sub-265

types. Therefore, its use is only consequential in

a union.

Subtyping Rules. A Cyan type is either a proto-

type (including Nil), a union type, or Dyn. A type

S is a subtype of T if an object of S can be used270

whenever an object of T is expected. In Cyan, the

subtyping rules are:

(a) every type is subtype of itself;

(b) a prototype S that inherits from prototype T is

a subtype of T;275

(c) a prototype S that implements interface I is a

subtype of I;

(d) if S is subtype of T and T is subtype of U, then

S is subtype of U;

(e) T1|T2|...|Tn is subtype of T if every Ti, for280

1 ⩽ i ⩽ n, is a subtype of T;

(f) S is subtype of T1|T2|...|Tn if S = Tj , for

some j, 1 ⩽ j ⩽ n ;

(g) U1|U2|...|Um is a subtype of T1|T2| ...

|Tn if, for each Uj , 1 ⩽ j ⩽ m, there is a Ti,285

1 ⩽ i ⩽ n, such that Uj is a subtype of Ti.

(h) every type is subtype of Dyn;

(i) Nil has no subtypes but itself. Its only super-

type is Dyn.

When a method has no explicit return value290

type, it returns Nil. Since this prototype does not

have subtypes, the return value is always the same.

Hence, at the call site, the compiler knows the value

returned.

Safe Downcasts. Downcasting is the conversion295

of an expression whose type is T to a subtype S of T.

There are two statements for safe downcast in Cyan:

type-case and cast. The syntax of type-case is:

type expr case T v { ... }

in which the case clause can repeat several times.300

At runtime, if expr can be cast to T, its value is

assigned to v and the statements inside ... are

executed. The cast test is made in the textual order

of the case clauses. The cast statement is a short

form of type-case:305

cast T1 v1 = e1 { ... }

else { ... }

If e1 can be cast to type T1, it is assigned to v1.

There may be a number of assignments like this in

the same cast statement, separated by commas. If310

any of the assignments fail, the else statements are

executed.

Method Overloading. A language supports

method overloading if two or more methods de-

clared in the same class or prototype have the same315

name. This is usually a source of confusion to the

developer [11] [12] because it is not always clear

which method or methods are associated with a

message passing. Some, but not all, reasons for

this follow.320

(a) For a message passing, two methods declared

in the inheritance hierarchy can be called for a

given argument. A more specific method in a
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1 // Y inherits from X

2 // X defines void m(A obj) and

3 // Y defines void m(Object obj)

4 X x = new Y();

5 x.m( new A() );

6 Y y = new Y();

7 y.m( new A() );

8 y.m( (Object ) new A() );

Listing 2: This code uses Java syntax. Its semantics vary

from language to language.

superclass and a nearer in a subclass. An exam-

ple is shown in Listing 2 using the Java syntax.325

Possible semantics for this code are discussed

below.

In this example, a class X defines a method void

m(A obj) and its subclass Y defines a method

void m(Object obj). Which method should330

be called in the message passing of line 7? The

nearest one, in Y, or the more adequate, in the

superclass X? In the general case, there may be

several adequate methods for a message passing

considering subtype relationships between the335

real arguments of the message and the formal

parameters of the method.

(b) Two message passings that use the same ob-

jects at runtime may call different methods be-

cause at compile time the objects have different340

types. In Listing 2, lines 7 and 8 may call dif-

ferent methods (they do call in Java).

(c) For a message passing, there may not be

a method with the same formal parameter

types as the real arguments of the message.345

But there may be several adequate meth-

ods if automatic casting between basic types

is allowed. For example, x.p(0, 1) could

call a method p(double, byte) or p(byte,

double) (among many other possibilities).350

(d) Default values for parameters and overloading

may create ambiguity and confusion.

void m(Int a, Int b = 1) { ... }

void m(Int a) { ... }

Which method should be called for m(0)?355

(e) Interfaces (like those of Java and Kotlin) and

multiple inheritance makes the confusion even

worse.

Cyan restricts the declaration of overloaded

methods in several ways, thus avoiding some prob-360

lems with this construction. When a method is de-

clared with keyword overload, the prototype may

declare several methods with the same name but

different parameter types. The return value type

of all methods with the same name in a proto-365

type should be equal. The overloaded methods

should appear after the first method with keyword

overload. Hence, this is legal:

overload

func at: Int n370

put: Student s { ... }

func at: Any n

put: Person p { ... }

An overloaded method can be overridden in a sub-

prototype. The parameter types of the overridden375

methods may differ from those of the superproto-

type. However, the return value types of all over-

ridden subprototype methods should be equal.

At runtime, a message passing triggers a search

for an adequate method in the prototype of the380
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receiver object. This search is trivial for regular

methods and a bit more complex for overloaded

methods, as described next.

If an overloaded method can be called, the search

also starts at the prototype of the object and looks385

for a method there with the expected name that

can accept the real arguments. That is, if the type

of each real argument is a subtype of each formal

method argument. The first method tested is the

first textually declared in the prototype. The search390

for an adequate method continues in textual order.

If the method is not found in the prototype of the

receiver object, the search continues in the super-

prototype. A method is always found at runtime

because the compiler assures that. Note two im-395

portant things:

(a) the compile-time types of the message passing

arguments and of the receiver object are not

important in the search for a method;

(b) in a prototype, the runtime search for a method400

follows the textually declared order of the meth-

ods.

A consequence of this search mechanism is that

Cyan supports a restricted version of multi-

methods, like those of CLOS [13], through over-405

loaded methods. The great difference from true

multi-methods is that the methods are tied to a

hierarchy of prototypes and there is a special place

for the message receiver.

The design of overloaded methods in Cyan was410

oriented to avoid the usual problems of this fea-

ture. Was it successful? Let us examine each of the

causes of misinterpretations. The three first ones,

(a), (b), and (c), are caused by the use of compile-

time type for selecting a method at runtime. This415

does not occur in Cyan because the compile-time

types of arguments are never important when se-

lecting a method to be called at runtime. Problem

(c) is also avoided because there is no automatic

casting between basic types. Cyan does not sup-420

port default values for parameters. Thus, the issue

(d) does not happen. Item (e) cannot be avoided.

However, this issue is not serious because the lan-

guage does not support multiple inheritance and

overloaded methods cannot be defined in interfaces.425

Keyword overload cannot be used in interfaces and

a prototype cannot implement interfaces declaring

methods overloaded in it.

Gradual Typing. Cyan supports gradual typing

[14] [15], which allows a mixture of dynamically430

typed and statically-typed code in the same pro-

gram, even in the same expression.

Expressions of type Dyn can be mixed with ex-

pressions of other types. The compiler will do all

possible type checkings and insert code for doing435

the checks that can only be done at runtime.

var Dyn dyn = 0;

var extremes = [ ’a’, ’z’ ];

var ch = extremes at: dyn*2;

assert ch == ’a’;440

The message passing dyn*2 has type Dyn. However,

extremes has type Array<Char> and the compiler

is able to deduce that to ch is assigned a Char value.

The compiler can calculate the return value type of

at: of Array<Char> because all methods with the445

same name should have the same return value type.

This design decision helps contain the spread of Dyn

types in expressions.
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The compiler stops doing type checking and in-

serts code for runtime type checking in two situa-450

tions:

(a) an expression of type Dyn is used where an ex-

pression of type T (different from Dyn) is ex-

pected. The compiler inserts code that checks

if the object resulting from the expression has455

a type that is a subtype of T. For example, in

an assignment of the kind “T = Dyn” or when

an expression of type Dyn is used after keyword

if or while;

(b) a message passing whose receiver has type Dyn460

at compile time. The compiler inserts a test to

check if, at runtime, the object has the method

corresponding to the message passing.

To make dynamically-typed programming in

Cyan easy, the developer does not need to supply465

type Dyn in two occasions: when declaring method

parameters and in the declaration of local variables

(without assigning an expression to the variable).

// n has type Dyn

func at: n470

with: String s {

var k; // has type Dyn

var m = 0; // has type Int

...

}475

One of the goals of gradual typing is to make it

easy for the developer to code the program using

dynamic typing and later convert the program to

static typing, at least partially. This is made by

replacing type Dyn with another type (a union or480

a real prototype) in the declaration of local vari-

ables, parameters, fields (called collectively as vari-

ables), and return type of methods. After that,

the compiler can associate non-Dyn types to some

expressions that had previously type Dyn. This re-485

placement can cause compile-time errors and the

code may need to be corrected by the developer.

However, we set a reasonable language design goal

that, when there are no compile-time errors, the se-

mantics of the new program should not be different490

from the old one. Let us study whether this goal

was achieved or not. Type changes occur in vari-

ables and method return types. This also causes

expressions to change types, which influence:

(a) statements checked at compile-time, such as as-495

signments, if statements, and method return

statements. Their semantics is not attached to

the static type of the expressions or variables

used;

(b) message passings. The receiver and message500

arguments may change types. The semantics

is not changed because the runtime search for

a method after a message passing does not use

the static type of the expressions. This is true

even if the method is overloaded.505

To make the transition from dynamic to static

typing easy, Nil is used as the return value type

of methods that do not declare a return type.

Hence, we can always assign the value returned by a

method to a variable of type Dyn, even if the return510

value type is unknown at compile time.

A tool is being built that allows the developer to

automatically replace occurrences of Dyn with real

prototypes. The tool requires that the dynamically-

typed program is executed several times after being515

compiled with a special compilation option. In each
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execution, the program saves a file with the types

used during runtime by each variable.2 The tool

can read these files and, for each Dyn in the program

source code, exchange it for a real prototype. This520

may not be possible because a variable may refer to

objects of two incompatible types at runtime.

As a complement to gradual typing, Cyan offers

two alternative mechanisms for message passing.

The first one allows the calling of a method us-525

ing its name as a string (obj `messageAsString:

args). The second one suspends compile-time type

checking for the message passing when the message

keywords or the unary message name is preceded

by ?, as in obj ?at: 0.530

Anonymous Functions. An anonymous func-

tion (or just function) with parameters of types T1,

T2, ..., Tn and return value of type R is defined as

{ (: T1 t1, ... Tn tn -> R :)

/* stats */ }535

This function is transformed by the compiler into a

hidden prototype that inherits from

Function <T1, T2, ... Tn, R>

which is an instantiation of a generic prototype (to

be seen later). The hidden prototype overrides an540

eval (no parameters) or eval: method inherited

from Function<...>. The compiler puts inside this

method the statements stats of the function.

The code inside an anonymous function can ac-

cess variables and fields visible at the static scope of545

its declaration. Keyword return is used to return

a value from a method. It cannot be used inside an

2Method return values are not considered yet.

1 object Prod(Int &product)

2 extends Function <Int , Nil >

3 override

4 func eval: Int x {

5 product = product * x;

6 }

7 end

Listing 3: Prod is an context object

anonymous function. A function returns a value by

supplying an expression after ^ as in the code

var zero = { ^0 };550

The code of anonymous functions cannot be

reused because they are literal objects. Context

objects are a generalization of functions in which

fields can be bound to local variables and fields

visible at the creation of an object. Listing 3555

shows a context object Prod that inherits from

Function<Int, Nil>, the type of functions that

take an Int as parameter and returns Nil. Prod

declares a field product preceded by &, which sug-

gests that this field is some kind of reference. It560

is and it refers to the variable or field passed as a

parameter at the object creation time:

var v = [ 2, 3, 5 ];

var p = 1;

// calls Prod passing every565

// array element as param

v foreach: Prod(p);

assert p == 30;

Any changes to the field product of Prod are imme-

diately reflected in the local variable p. Context ob-570

jects cannot cause runtime errors. There will never
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be a case in which a local variable removed from

the stack is referenced in a context object.

Related Works. Unions, type Dyn, Any, Nil, and

the subtyping rules of Cyan are not novelties. All or575

some of these concepts appear in several languages

such as C♯ [6], Kotlin [16], Ceylon [17], Scala [9],

and Scala 3 [18]. However, there are several dif-

ferences between Cyan and other statically typed

languages that support some form of null values.580

In Cyan, (a) there is no bottom type such as Never

of Dart, null of Java, or Nothing of Scala; (b) like

in Smalltalk and Dart and unlike most statically-

typed languages, Nil is a real type, there are meth-

ods defined in it;3 and (c) the return value type585

of methods that do not return anything is Nil.

The last item is particularly important because the

caller knows that the return value can only be Nil

(this prototype has no subprototypes). Type Dyn is

important because it is supertype of Any, Nil, and590

all Java types (Cyan code can import Java classes).

By its definition, method overloading causes un-

certainty because it associates two or more meth-

ods with the same name (they can be considered a

single method with several implementations). The595

confusion increases when the methods belong to dif-

ferent classes and interfaces that are inherited and

implemented. Cyan limits this problem by: (a) de-

manding the top-level declaration of an overloaded

method to be preceded by keyword overload; (b)600

prohibiting overloaded methods in interfaces.

Gradual typing in Cyan is rather conventional

except for one point: the semantics is not changed

when types are put or removed from the code. We

3Even its source code is available!

have seen that in overloaded methods: the runtime605

search does not use the compile-time types. The

meaning of all other statements of the language re-

mains the same when Dyn is replaced by a prototype

and vice-versa. This can be checked by a tedious

process of examining statement by statement (not610

done here).

With environmental acquisition [19], objects can

acquire behavior from their containers at runtime.

As an example, a Door object of a car can acquire

its color from the Car object in which it is part of.615

This specific example is simulated in Cyan using

context objects (prototypes with reference fields).

In the constructor of prototype Car, each Door ob-

ject would be created by passing field color as ar-

gument. Prototype Door could be declared as620

object Door(Int &color)

Any changes in the car color would be reflected in

each door object.

To our knowledge, context objects are not di-

rectly related to any construction of other lan-625

guages. They can be simulated in a language that

allows inheritance from function types and sup-

ports C-like pointers. In the example of Listing 3,

Prod inherits from Function<Int, Nil> (a func-

tion type) and product is a field implemented as a630

pointer to an Int. The importance of context ob-

jects is that they permit the safe reuse of code. In-

stead of using an anonymous function in one place,

the developer can put its code in the eval: method

of a context object reused multiple times. Even the635

access to local variables can be abstracted in the

context object. Of course, this code reuse can be

done using regular objects, albeit in a more complex

way.
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1 @init(name , age)

2 object Person

3 @property

4 var String name

5 @property

6 var Int age

7 end

Listing 4: Annotated Person prototype

4. Compile-time Metaprogramming640

Cyan has a large compile-time Metaobject Proto-

col (MOP) [20] that allows metaobjects to control

part of the compilation process of programs. The

activation points of metaobjects are annotations in

the Cyan source code. The main kind of annota-645

tion starts with @ followed by an identifier, optional

arguments, and an optional DSL (Domain-Specific

Language) code. Listing 4 shows a Person proto-

type with the same methods as that of Listing 1.

This code has three annotations, one @init and650

two @property. Each is associated with a compile-

time metaobject whose binary form is in a direc-

tory of one of the imported packages. In this case,

the metaobjects belong to package cyan.lang im-

ported by every Cyan source code. For simplic-655

ity, we say “metaobject init” instead of the longer

“metaobject associated with init”. Metaobject

init creates a constructor with the given fields as

arguments and inserts it in the code of the pro-

totype, in the compiler memory, at compile time.660

The source code, which is in a file, is not changed.

Metaobject property creates get and set methods

for the field that follows.

1 var Int sum = @eval("cyan.lang",

2 "Int "){*

3 var Int count = 0;

4 for n in 1..100 {

5 count = count + n

6 }

7 return count;

8 *};

9 assert sum == 5050;

Listing 5: Metaobject eval interprets its attached text at

compile-time

Annotations can have an attached DSL code as

@eval described in Listing 5. In this case, the DSL665

is just a simplified and interpreted version of Cyan

itself which will be called Myan. The code between

{* and *} is interpreted at compile time.

Metaobjects can add code to the program, al-

though the addition only lasts during the compi-670

lation. They can add prototypes to the program,

fields and methods to prototypes, statements and

expressions to methods, and replace expressions

with other expressions. However, the MOP re-

stricts what can be done to prevent some usual675

and other non-usual problems linked to metapro-

gramming [20]. For example, metaobjects cannot

change inheritance, add or remove method param-

eters, remove any code, and access directly the Ab-

stract Syntax Tree of the compiler (a read-only re-680

stricted version of the AST is supplied). In addition

to adding code, metaobjects can make new checks

in the program.

Metaobjects can intercept subprototyping,
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method overriding, message passing, field access,685

and some errors such as “field or method missing”.

Hence, a metaobject in a prototype can require

that its subprototypes implement a given interface,

define a constructor with two parameters, or

anything else. As another example, a metaobject690

demands that, whenever method == is overridden,

method hashCode is also overridden. In the Cyan

site, www.cyan-lang.org, there is a long list of

ready-to-use metaobjects.

Developers can create metaobjects. For each695

metaobject, there should be created a Java class4

that inherits from one of some selected compiler

classes and implements some compiler interfaces,

which are chosen based on the goal of the metaob-

ject. The compiled form of a metaobject class is700

put in a special directory of a package and loaded

into the compiler when the package is imported.

During the compilation, the compiler chooses which

metaobject methods to call based on the superclass

and implemented interfaces of its class. In this way,705

metaobjects change the compilation process.

Instead of creating a new metaobject through a

Java class, the developer can use a metaobject that

accepts Myan (interpreted Cyan) code as the at-

tached text. There are 12 metaobjects in this cat-710

egory and more can be build at any time. One

example of this kind of metaobject is insertCode

of Listing 6. It inserts three methods into the pro-

totype:

func red -> Int = 0;715

func green -> Int = 1;

func blue -> Int = 2;

4It can also be a Cyan prototype, but that is less usual.

1 object InsertCodeTest

2

3 @insertCode {*

4 var Int n = 0;

5 for elem in [ "red", "green",

6 "blue" ] {

7 var String s = "func $elem "

8 ++ "-> Int; ";

9 insert: s,

10 "func $elem -> Int = $n;";

11 n = n + 1

12 }

13 *}

14 func run {

15 assert red == 0 &&

16 green == 1 && blue == 2;

17 }

18 end

Listing 6: Metaobject insertCode inserts code into the pro-

totype

13
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The Myan code attached to the annotation has

access to all the data available to an equivalent

metaobject written in Java. In particular, there is720

a pre-declared variable called metaobject with in-

formation on the annotation itself: its parameters,

where it is used, the attached text, and so on.

1 @insertCode {*

2 var String s = metaobject725

3 getAnnotation getCurrentMethod

4 getName;

5 s println;

6 *}

In this example, the chain of unary message pass-730

ings of lines 2, 3, and 4 get the name of the method

in which this annotation is. It is printed at compile-

time by line 5.

A similar metaobject is onOverride whose anno-

tation should be attached to a method. The Myan735

code of the annotation is called at compile-time

whenever the method is overridden in a subproto-

type.

Listing 7 shows an annotation of a metaobject

that checks message passings.5 The annotation740

is attached to method fat: of prototype MyMath.

Whenever the compiler finds a message passing that

may call fat:, it calls method

afterSemAn_checkKeywordMessageSend

of lines 5-15. That is, the compiler interprets the745

Myan code of this method. Inside it, in lines 7-14,

the code may use the predefined variable message

that refer to the AST object of the message passing.

5This example does not issue user-friendly error messages

and does not work in all cases. A robust example would be

too large for a research article.

1 object MyMath

2 @onMessageSend_afterSemAn {*

3 // method name was broken

4 // using \\

5 func afterSemAn_checkKeyword \\

6 MessageSend {

7 var expr = (message

8 getkeywordParameterList

9 get: 0) getExprList get: 0;

10 var p = expr getValue;

11 if p > 12 || p < 0 {

12 metaobject addError:

13 "Number $p out of limits ";

14 }

15 }

16 *}

17 func fat: Int n -> Int {

18 return [ /* elided */ ] [n];

19 }

20 end

Listing 7: Metaobject that ckecks a message passing at com-

pile time

In lines 7-9, the code puts in variable expr the AST

object that represents the expression passed as the750

first argument to the message passing. Hence, in

MyMath fat: 13

expr is the AST object representing 13. The Myan

code issues an error at compile-time if the argument

is out of limits (lines 12-13).755

Each of the 12 metaobjects that accept Myan

code support a different set of methods like that of

line 5 of Listing 7. It is expected that every Java-
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Figure 2: Codeg color

implemented metaobject can be also implemented

using Myan code in one of these metaobjects.6760

Other Annotation Kinds. The most common

annotation kind is that shown in Listing 4. There

are other annotations with different syntax or hav-

ing other roles: annotations to types (next para-

graph), macros, literal numbers and strings, and765

Codegs.

A macro is associated with an identifier that

starts the macro call (no @). When the compiler

finds the identifier, it passes the control to the asso-

ciated metaobject which then controls the compila-770

tion process. Therefore, after the initial identifier,

any syntax may follow. Besides generating code,

Cyan macros have all the power of other metaob-

jects such as accessing a read-only AST of the pro-

totype and other compiler information.775

A literal number ending with an identifier such

as 110bin or 0FFF Hex is an annotation. The as-

sociated metaobject can replace the number with

6However, due to the complexity of the Cyan Metaobject

Protocol, that cannot be guaranteed.

any expression and even do checks in the current

prototype.780

Literal strings starting with an identifier are

annotations, as r"x[A-Z]*" and xml""" code in

XML""". They generate an object for a regular ex-

pression and an object for XML code, respectively.

The last example uses a multiline string that starts785

and ends with triple quotes. The metaobjects asso-

ciated with bin, Hex, and r are defined in package

cyan.lang and therefore these annotations can be

used without importing any other package.

Our last metaobjects are called Codegs (Code +790

eggs). They depend on an IDE plugin to work.

There are several flavors for syntax: @id, literal

numbers ending with identifiers, and literal strings

starting with identifiers. At editing time in the

IDE, two clicks on an annotation linked to a Codeg795

trigger the call to a method of the associated

metaobject that usually shows a graphical user in-

terface (GUI). This GUI then allows the developer

to make choices that are used to generate data

recorded in a file (this management is made by the800

IDE plugin). At compile-time, the metaobject can

read the file data and generate code and do checks.

For example, suppose the following piece of code is

in a file that imports Codeg color.

func defaultColor -> Int =805

@color(cyan);

At editing time, two mouse clicks on color are

intercepted by the IDE plugin. Then, it calls a

method of the metaobject color that shows the

window of Figure 2. After a color is visually chosen,810

the developer presses the Ok button and the win-

dow disappears. The plugin saves the color number
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in a file hidden from the developer. During com-

pilation, the compiler reads the file and passes the

file contents, just a number, to the metaobject that815

returns this number as the code to be generated (no

further processing is necessary in this case). Codegs

cannot be replaced by IDE tools because they are

metaobjects. They can combine the information

obtained at editing time with compiler data such820

as the prototype AST.

Pluggable Type Systems. Annotations can be

attached to types for additional type checkings.

Hence, Cyan supports a limited pluggable type

system [3]. For example, metaobjects range and825

secretValue issue compile-time errors in the last

two lines of this code.

1 var Int@range(1, 12) month;

2 // ’s’ can be assigned only to

3 // other secretValue variable830

4 var String@secretValue s =

5 "a secret ";

6 month = 12; // ok

7 month = 0; // error

8 var String gossip = s; // error835

Metaobjects whose annotations can be attached to

types, such as range and secretValue, should im-

plement a specific interface of the MOP. This inter-

face declares two methods. One of them is called

when a value of the type is used on the left-hand840

side of an assignment, as month in line 6. The other

method is called when a value of the type is used

on the right-hand side, as s in the last line.

Annotations to types in Cyan have a subset of the

power of the Checker Framework [21] because the845

metaobjects of the former have access to local code

only. The Checker Framework is implemented as

a Java annotation processor which can access the

whole program. However, most annotations need

only information about the prototype in which the850

annotation is used, which is supplied by the Cyan

Metaobject Protocol. For example, the metaobject

method that checks if “month = 0” is correct has

also access to the read-only restricted AST of the

prototype in which this statement is. But it has no855

access to the AST of any other prototype. Hence,

most Checker Framework annotations can be im-

plemented in Cyan.

Changing the Language Through Metapro-

gramming. Metaobjects can effectively change860

the semantics of parts of code. Let us view some

examples. An annotation attached to a method can

exchange message passings (that would call that

method) for any expression. That is made by an-

notation replaceCallBy that replaces a message865

passing by an expression given in its attached DSL.

The expression may use the message arguments.

@replaceCallBy {* 2*n *}

func doubleIt: Int n -> Int = 0;

The metaobject has access to the AST of the870

calling site. Therefore, Scala [22] implicit argu-

ments could be implemented using the Cyan MOP.

That means a message passing could be replaced

with another message passing in which new ar-

guments taken from the calling environment are875

added. Metaobject onFieldMissing is triggered

whenever the compiler does not find a field. The

DSL code attached to the annotation can replace

the field access with anything. On the Cyan web-

site, there are other ready-to-use metaobjects that880
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change the language semantics.

When the compiler does not find an adequate

method for a message passing, it looks in the pro-

totype of the message receiver for some specific

metaobjects.7 Then, these metaobjects can ex-885

change the message passing for any expression (that

may be another message passing). This is used by

metaobject grammarMethod for implementing small

Domain-Specific Languages (DSL) using method

keywords. The grammar of the DSL is specified890

using a regular expression.

@grammarMethod {*

(( forward: Int | backward: Int

| turn: Double )+

(ligthOn: | beep:) )895

*}

func robot: T t { ... }

Metaobject grammarMethod intercepts the “method

missing” error and tests if the message passing that

caused it matches the regular expression given be-900

tween {* and *}. If it matches, the message is

packed into an object of type T passed to a call

to method “robot:”. T is a complex type com-

posed by arrays, tuples, and unions. It is not ex-

plained here. The combination of an annotation905

grammarMethod and its attached method is called a

grammar method.

As an example, a message passing that could be

intercepted by the above metaobject is

myRobot forward: 5 turn: 30.0910

backward: 10 turn: 60.0

forward: 25 beep:;

7This search for the correct metaobjects is described by

Guimarães [20].

After the regular expression of a grammar method

there may appear one or more metaobject names

used for checks at compile-time, like checkPrintf915

in the next example.

@grammarMethod {*

( printf: (Any)+ )

checkPrintf

*}920

func printfAll: Array <Any > array

Metaobject checkPrintf checks whether the

printf: arguments match the format string that is

the first parameter. This mechanism can be used to

implement a DSL based on an arbitrary grammar925

using method keywords. If the keywords are K1, K2,

. . ., Kn, use

(K1 | K2 . . . | Kn)+

as the regular expression and let the metaobject

that follows check if the message passing matches930

the intended grammar. As an example, assume that

a grammar method with the following regular ex-

pression creates a binary tree. A metaobject may

check if the message passing creates a balanced bi-

nary tree at compile time.935

( node: Int | left: Tree |

right: Tree )+

Metaprogramming can also be used to add fur-

ther checks beyond those carried out by the com-

piler. For example, suppose annotation940

onOverride

is attached to a method m. There is an interpreted

Cyan code attached to the annotation, just like the

code of annotation eval or replaceCallBy. When-

ever method m is overridden in a subprototype, the945

Cyan code is interpreted (at compile-time) and can
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do checks in the subprototype. For example, it can

assure that another method is also defined or that

the first statement of the overridden method calls

the super method.950

Related Works. Metaobjects can play the role

of language features. Let us see some examples.

replaceCallBy is a limited form of the inline key-

word that replaces a message passing by the body of

a method. immutable is a metaobject that assures955

the annotated prototype is read-only, there is no

need for a keyword for that. Metaobject type, used

as Double@type(kg) and Double@type(pound), is

a statically enforced typedef of language C (define

new types). Information about the compilation,960

like the current line number, current prototype, or

current method name, is supplied by metaobjects

and, again, the language does not need to supply

special variables (as LINE NUMBER) for this informa-

tion.965

Internal DSLs [23] are those built using a host

general-purpose language. Regular language code

is organized in such a way that it looks like the

code of a DSL. The most common and old way

of supporting this is through macros as in CLOS970

[24] and Rust [25]. Languages Ruby [26], Groovy

[27], and Scala [22] offer other mechanisms for cre-

ating internal DSLs. These mechanisms are flexi-

ble syntax, anonymous functions, optional paren-

theses and punctuation, dynamic typing, exten-975

sion methods (simulate the addition of methods

to classes at compile-time), metaprogramming (in-

sertion of methods into objects or classes), and

many language-specific features. In Cyan, inter-

nal DSLs are implementedmainly using metaobject980

grammarMethod. As we have seen in the balanced

binary tree example, DSLs that use method key-

words can be implemented for any grammar that

uses keywords (even if the grammar is not regu-

lar). Method grammarMethod can simulate argu-985

ment labels of language Swift or named parame-

ters of Groovy [28] and Kotlin. This feature allows

the caller to use labels associated with parameter

names to distinguish the arguments. The order is

not important. This and optional arguments can990

be easily implemented using grammar methods.

Cyan supports external DSLs inside Cyan code.

The DSL code is put either between {* and *} at-

tached to the annotation (see Listing 5 and the

grammar method examples) or inside a string pre-995

ceded by an identifier (as in xml"..."). The

metaobject associated with the annotation is re-

sponsible for parsing and analyzing the DSL code

at compile time. Converge [29], a Python-based

language, supports a similar mechanism:1000

$<<compilerFunc >>

dslCode

Function compilerFunc is called at compile-time

with dslCode as parameter (a string) and returns

an AST object that replaces the DSL block (this1005

whole example). Unlike metaobjects, this function

cannot add fields, methods, and classes to the pro-

gram. This Converge mechanism is the nearest to

the combination annotation plus attached DSL of

Cyan found in the literature.1010

Language SugarJ [30] allows the addition of new

syntax, as tuples delimited by parentheses, by im-

porting libraries. In the Java extension J% [31]

[32], DSLs can be embedded in the code using plu-
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gins. Type errors are reported at compile time.1015

The Java extensible compilers Polyglot [33] and Ex-

tendJ8 (formerly JastAddJ) [34] can be used to ex-

tend the Java syntax, which includes support for

DSLs. In Cyan, DSL code can only appear in very

specific places as inside the attached text of an an-1020

notation (see eval), in a string starting with an

identifier, or after a macro keyword. This is close to

J% and unlike SugarJ, Polyglot, and ExtendJ. Cyan

is very different from these languages and systems

in one point: DSLs are supported through metaob-1025

jects that have the full power given by the MOP.

Missing in this article is a complete explanation

of the large Metaobject Protocol of the language,

which is done elsewhere [20]. This protocol solves

many problems related to metaprogramming such1030

as obliviousness [35] (a source file changes another),

breaks of encapsulation (a metaobject in a proto-

type views data of another prototype), use of low-

level compiler data structures [36], circular depen-

dency among metaobjects, and indeterminacy in1035

the order call of metacode [37].

5. Object Initialization

Prototypes have fields, which are instance fields

or instance variables, and shared fields, shared by all

objects of the same prototype. These two categories1040

are initialized by two different mechanisms. Let us

study non-shared fields first.

Initialization of Object Fields . Fields are ini-

tialized in their declarations or in methods init or

init:, which are called constructors. The latter1045

8https://extendj.org/

1 object Dangerous

2 func init {

3 LeakSelf leak: self;

4 liquid = 0;

5 }

6 func getLiquid -> Int =

7 liquid;

8 var Int liquid;

9 end

Listing 8: Leaking self

should have at least one parameter. Every init

and init: method should initialize every field that

is not set in its declaration. The declaration of a

field can assign to it a Safe Expression (SE) that

is a basic type (as Int), a basic value optionally1050

preceded by a unary operator (5 or -5), a literal

array, map or tuple whose elements are SE’s, or an

object creation using arguments that are SE’s (such

as Array<Char>(4)).

A prototype may not define any constructors if1055

all fields are initialized in their declarations. In this

case, the compiler creates an empty init method

for it. If a superprototype S of a prototype P de-

fines an init: but not an init method, every P

constructor should call method init: of S as its1060

first statement. The compiler inserts a call to init

of S in P constructors if the superprototype does

not define any init: method.

A problem with object initialization is the leak-

ing of self, which is pass it as a parameter to a1065

method inside the constructor. Then the method

can use an uninitialized field of self. As an exam-
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ple of this case, in Listing 8, the constructor calls

method leak: of LeakSelf before initializing field

liquid. If method leak: calls method getLiquid,1070

it would access an uninitialized liquid field (as will

be seen, the compiler issues an error in this exam-

ple). To prevent this and other problems, there are

restrictions on the statements inside constructors:

(a) a field can only be used in expressions after it1075

has been initialized;

(b) self can only be used in two situations: (i) the

prototype is final (it cannot be inherited) and

self appears after statements that initialize all

fields; or (ii) self is the receiver of a message1080

passing in which the method to be called is an-

notated with

@accessOnlySharedFields

The metaobject assures that the annotated

method accesses only shared fields and does not1085

leak self. This method can be overridden in

subprototypes.

If these rules were not obeyed, a field could be used

before its initialization.

init: Method Overloading . There are special1090

rules for constructor overloading in Cyan. First, the

keyword overload does not need to be used because

init and init: methods cannot be overridden

in subprototypes and, hence, the compiler knows

which methods can be called at runtime. There1095

may be several constructors with the same num-

ber of parameters. However, for every two init:

methods with the same number of parameters of

the same prototype, there should be at least one n

such that the type of the nth parameter of a method1100

should not be a subtype or supertype of the type of

the nth parameter of the other method. This avoids

any ambiguity in the call to an init: method.

Initialization of Shared Fields . Every shared

field should be initialized either in its declaration1105

or in a special private method called initShared.

In both places, only Restricted Safe Expressions

(RSE) can be assigned to shared fields. An RSE

is defined as a SE except that only object creations

of prototypes of package cyan.lang are allowed.1110

Method initShared cannot have any statements

that are not initializations of shared fields.

Related Works . Any attempt to solve the ini-

tialization problem locally is doomed to failure. Its

causes are non-local to a prototype because objects1115

may reference each other. Objects in a cycle of ref-

erences should be set up simultaneously.

A group of objects that should be simultaneously

initialized go through a series of states starting with

“no field has a value” to “all fields of all objects1120

have a value” [38]. In each state, only some object

methods are available, which are those that only ac-

cess the fields already set. These are the methods

that can be called to help the initialization pro-

cess. Therefore, a mechanism for object initializa-1125

tion that takes care of all possible cases should link

methods to the fields they access, clearly breaking

encapsulation. There are other elements to con-

sider:

(a) languages supporting null-safety do not allow1130

null or equivalent values to be temporarily as-

signed to non-null fields during the initializa-

tion;

(b) in the initialization of a cyclic object structure,
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at least one object should be used before it is1135

fully initialized;9

(c) immutable objects demand each field be as-

signed precisely one time;

(d) invariants inside and between objects should be

kept;1140

(e) the leaking of self and message passings to

self inside a constructor may call methods

that access non-initialized fields;

(f) the number and classes of the objects that

should be simultaneously initialized may not be1145

known at compile-time;

(g) the combination of all the above elements in a

sole initialization.

There are several proposals [39] [40] [41] [42] [43],

[44] that address some issues of the initialization1150

problem. They rely on annotations in the code and

code analysis to prevent the full use of partially-

initialized objects.

Cyan provides mechanisms that prevent most

problems associated with unsafe object initializa-1155

tion. These mechanisms are: (a) annotation

accessOnlySharedFields, (b) limitations on the

expressions that can be assigned to fields, and (c)

restrictions in accesses on fields and self. In our

limited experience, these mechanisms are not a bur-1160

den to developers since most constructors are sim-

ple. According to a Java data set studied by Gil

and Shragai [45], only 8% of constructors can po-

tentially send messages to this. In practice, the

real number is between 1 and 2% because either1165

9If objects x and y should refer to each other, one of them

should be passed to the constructor of the other before being

fully initialized.

the class is not inherited or the methods are not

overridden in subclasses. These numbers seem to

suggest that constructors in general do not need to

process their arguments. If we extrapolate these

numbers to Cyan, which uses an inheritance mech-1170

anism akin to Java, we can conclude that anno-

tation accessOnlySharedFields will be used in a

few cases.

None of the solutions to the initialization prob-

lem is easy to use and covers all cases nicely. This1175

is because of the intrinsic problem complexity. The

Cyan solution is minimal and works in most cases

we have found in practice. When it does not work

properly, the developer is forced to change some

field types to unions T|Nil (instead of just T) and1180

make the initialization in (usually) two steps. The

first one assigns Nil to some fields in the construc-

tor and the second step assigns a non-Nil object

to them. It is important to note that Cyan par-

tially solves the initialization problem. A field can1185

be used before initialized in the following scenario:

a prototype InitBug declares a non-shared field

value but it defines only an init: Int construc-

tor. Therefore, it cannot be used as the receiver

of a message passing (as InitBug getValue). If1190

it could, the called method could use field value

which may not have been initialized. However, the

following code gets a reference to the prototype and

prints a possible uninitialized field value.

a = InitBug (5) prototype;1195

a getValue println;
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6. Limitations for Prototypes

Class-based languages that consider everything

as objects [4] are forced to supply a class for a class,

its metaclass. And then a class for a metaclass and1200

so on, which gives rise to a problem called “the infi-

nite regression of metaclasses” [46]. In a prototype-

based language, a prototype is both a template for

the creation of objects and an object itself, thus

avoiding infinite regression. However, a new prob-1205

lem is created, described in this Section, which

is a tension between safe object initialization and

the main feature of prototype-based programming

which is to consider prototypes as ready-to-use ob-

jects. Without loss of generality, assume that only1210

constructors do object initialization. If all or some

fields are initialized in their declarations, this is the

same as adding all declaration assignments at the

start of every constructor. If there is no developer-

declared constructor, all fields should have been ini-1215

tialized in their declarations. The compiler uses

these initializations to create a parameterless con-

structor.

Non-prototype objects are created by developer

code that can choose the arguments to contructors.1220

That is not the case with prototypes when consid-

ered as objects. They should be created by the

Runtime System (RTS) before their first use using

an init or an init: method. If there is no param-

eterless init constructor, the RTS should choose1225

default arguments to one of the init: methods.

For example, the empty string and 0 would be used

as arguments for a Planet constructor represent-

ing the name and the mass of a planet. Clearly,

default arguments may result in the assignment of1230

non-valid values to fields.

There is another problem with this solution:

which values should be used as arguments if the

corresponding types were created by the devel-

oper? It cannot be Nil because all types but some1235

unions are non-nullable. One solution would be to

use the prototype itself. For example, prototype

Company would be used if a constructor of proto-

type Employee takes a Company parameter. Again,

non-valid values could be assigned to fields and ob-1240

ject invariants could not be obeyed. We conclude

that there is a conflict between the ability to use

prototypes as objects and safe object initialization.

Some prototypes can only be properly initialized

with constructors that take parameters. Because of1245

that, Cyan does not consider prototypes without an

init constructor as objects, except in a few special

situations:

(a) the prototype receives a message whose name

is new or new:;1250

(b) the prototype receives a message whose corre-

sponding method is inherited from Any and an-

notated with canBeCalledOnPrototypes. The

compiler guarantees that the method does not

access any prototype field. Among these meth-1255

ods, there are isA: (returns true if the receiver

is an object of the argument, which should be

a prototype) and several methods declared in

Any for introspective runtime reflection (they

give information on the prototype itself);1260

(c) the prototype is Nil.

In all these cases, no field of the prototype is ac-

cessed and, hence, there is no risk of a runtime er-

ror.
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1 package main

2 // creates a constructor

3 @init(value)

4 object Box <T>

5 // create get and set methods

6 @property

7 var T value

8 end

Listing 9: The generic prototype Box

We consider Cyan a prototype-based language1265

because prototypes with an init method can be

used as objects. However, someone could consider

that, because of this restriction, Cyan is in the in-

tercession of prototype and class-based languages

(or none of them).1270

7. Generic Prototypes

A generic prototype takes one or more parame-

ters that allow the generation of a specialized ver-

sion of the prototype at compile-time. An example

is Box of Listing 9. An instantiation of Box creates1275

a new and specialized version of this prototype by

supplying a real argument at compile-time:

var intBox = Box <Int > new: 0;

var Box <String > strBox;

Here, Int is the real argument to Box. For each set1280

of arguments, different prototypes are created that

do not relate to each other.

Generic prototypes use the concept of identifier,

which is a sequence of letters and numbers start-

ing with a lowercase letter. For example, write,1285

speed, and year2022. These will be called low-

ercase identifiers, which are never confused with

types. A type name starts with an uppercase letter

optionally preceded by the package name as Person

or main.Tree. Both lowercase identifiers and types1290

can be real arguments for generic prototypes. The

documentation of a prototype defines whether a cer-

tain parameter should be one or the other.

In the instantiation process, the compiler re-

places a formal parameter by the corresponding real1295

argument, in the body of the prototype, if the pa-

rameter appears: (a) where a type is expected (in-

cluding expressions); (b) in an annotation (either

as a argument or in the attached annotation text);

(c) after # (#str is the same as "str"); (d) as a1300

method name.

A real argument for a generic prototype instan-

tiation may be a lowercase identifier. For exam-

ple, the instantiation MyList<Int, speed> may

create a list optimized for speed. A metaobject in-1305

side MyList would create the prototype code based

on the second argument which could be speed or

space.

A prototype that is not generic may be declared

with the generic prototype syntax as Box<Char> of1310

Listing 10. If each parameter between < and > is

a type or a lowercase identifier, as in this exam-

ple, we have a generic prototype with real arguments

(GPRA). The same base name as Box may be used

for generic prototypes with several numbers of pa-1315

rameters (there could be, in package main, a Box

with two parameters, for example). A generic pro-

totype with a varying number of arguments (GPV)

is declared as
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1 package main

2 @init(value)

3 object Box <Char >

4 func toUpperCase {

5 value = value toUpperCase;

6 }

7 // create get and set methods

8 @property

9 var Char value

10 end

Listing 10: The generic prototype with real arguments

Box<Char>

package cyan.lang1320

@createTuple

object Tuple <T+> end

In an instantiation of this prototype, the real ar-

guments can only be accessed through a metaob-

ject. The above code is the full definition of pro-1325

totype Tuple used for the creation of literal tuples.

The methods and fields are created by metaobject

createTuple based on the real arguments. For ex-

ample, when the compiler finds

[. 0, "zero", ’0’ .]1330

it creates an object of

Tuple <Int , String , Char >

During the instantiation, metaobject createTuple

generates the fields and methods of the prototype.

A package may have regular generic prototypes1335

(with various numbers of parameters), GPRA, and

GPV with the same base name. In an instantia-

tion, like Box<Int> or Box<Char>, the compiler will

1 package main

2 @concept {*

3 T has [ func < T -> Boolean ]

4 *}

5 @init(value)

6 object Box <T>

7 func < (Box <T> other)

8 -> Boolean {

9 return value < other getValue

10 }

11 @property

12 var T value

13 end

Listing 11: Box with annotation concept

look for an adequate prototype in the order: list of

GPRA, regular generic prototypes, and GPV.1340

Concepts [47] [48] are constraints on real argu-

ments to generic classes, functions, and prototypes.

An attempt to pass an invalid argument to a generic

structure results in a compile-time error. Cyan it-

self does not support concepts, which are imple-1345

mented through metaobject concept.

Listing 11 shows a new version of the generic

prototype Box with the annotation concept. In

line 3, the metaobject demands that the real ar-

gument T have a method < with the given signa-1350

ture.10 If the requirement is not satisfied, there is a

compilation error issued by the metaobject. There

may be a sequence of instantiations that lead to

Box<T>. For example, prototype Program instanti-

10The signature of a method is composed of its keywords,

parameter types, and return value type.
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ates A<Int, Person> that instantiates B<Person>1355

that instantiates Box<Person> that causes the er-

ror. The compiler shows this sequence in the error

message and the filename and line number of each

instantiation.

The concept language of the metaobject concept1360

has several kinds of statements that test whether a

certain condition is satisfied or not. The types used

may be formal generic prototype parameters (as T),

regular prototypes (as String or Array<Int>), or

calls to the compile-time function typeof (which1365

returns the type of an expression). The available

statements of the concept language test whether:

two types are equal, a type implements an interface,

a prototype is a superprototype or subprototype of

another, a type is an interface or a non-interface1370

prototype, a type declares a list of methods (used

in the Box example), a type is in a list of prototypes,

a generic prototype parameter is a lowercase identi-

fier, the negation of any of these statements is true.

Furthermore, a file with concept language code may1375

be imported, which allows the reuse of concepts.

Metaobject concept also supports axioms, which

automatically generate test cases in some special

directories managed by the compiler.

Related Works. Generic prototypes in Cyan ben-1380

efit from metaprogramming. Metaobjects are used

for dealing with a varying number of parameters

and generating code. That allows the creation of

type-specific code for each instantiation. As an ex-

ample, a metaobject creates methods for the Tuple1385

prototype based on its real type arguments.

Concepts are supported by languages G [49],

C++ [50], JavaGI [51], Java [5], Scala [22] [52],

C♯cpt [53], Haskell [54], Rust [25], C♯ [6], Swift [8],

and Genus [55]. These languages are vastly different1390

in the level of concept support and in the features

they offer, as verified by Belyakova [56], Garcia et al

[57], and Siek [58]. The comparisons made by these

authors are not repeated here (that would require

a whole article). Instead, we emphasize what is al-1395

ready supported in Cyan [59]. Metaobject concept

supports most features of concepts of the languages

cited above except:

(a) modeling, a type may model a concept in two

different ways. That is, there is more than one1400

way for a type to adapt to a concept (< for

strings may use lexicographic order or just the

size of the string). This is supported by C♯cpt

and Genus;

(b) retroactive modeling, to adapt a type to a con-1405

cept after its release. For example, supplying a

method to a class through extension methods.

This is supported by C♯cpt, Genus, Rust, Swift,

Haskell, G, and JavaGI;

(c) associated types, which are types derived from1410

the generic prototype parameters (a concept

can place restrictions on types of formal method

parameters, for example). This is supported by

Haskell, Scala, Rust, Swift, G, and C♯cpt. Cyan

supports associated types only partially.1415

Some characteristics of metaobject concept that

are unique to Cyan or supported by few languages

are:

(a) axioms, which are used for generating test cases

(also supported by Magnolia [60]);1420

(b) customization of error messages;
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(c) the developer can change it, she or he can im-

plement his or her own concept metaobject.

Unlike all other languages we know, concepts

are not part of the language. Since metaob-1425

jects have access to the AST of the prototype,

almost everything can be checked by the as-

sociated metaobject DSL code (written in the

concept language);

(d) metaobject concept is not limited to generic1430

prototypes. Its annotations can also be used

in non-generic prototypes (as C++ concepts),

thus playing the role of a compile-time specifi-

cation language.

8. The Exception Handling System1435

The exception handling system (EHS) of Cyan

was based on that of Green [61] [62] although with

several improvements. An exception is an object

whose prototype inherits from CyException. There

is no other requirement than that. Method1440

func throw: (CyException e) -> Dyn

of Any throws the exception that is the argument.

Henceforth, a message passing replaces a throw or

raise statement of other languages.

f

f1

f2

1445

Listing 12 is an example of exception handling.

Exceptions are thrown in lines 4 and 7. In line

4, a prototype is thrown. There is no need to

create a new object because there is no informa-

tion associated with the exception. In line 7, the1450

offending number is passed to the constructor of

ExcNegNumber.

This example in Java would be:

try {

1 ...

2 {

3 if num == 0 {

4 throw: ExcDivZero

5 }

6 if num < 0 {

7 throw: ExcNegNumber(num)

8 }

9 share = value/num;

10 }

11 catch: { (: ExcDivZero e :)

12 "Division by 0" println

13 }

14 catch: { (: ExcNegNumber e :)

15 Out println: (

16 "Illegal negative" ++

17 " number: " ++

18 (e getNumber ));

19 };

Listing 12: Catching an exception
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... throw new ExcDivZero ();1455

... throw

new ExcNegNumber(num);

...

share = value/num;

}1460

catch (ExcDivZero e1) { ... }

catch (ExcNegNumber e2) { ... }

Listing 12 shows a single statement which is a mes-

sage passing with selector catch:catch: and an

anonymous function as receiver (lines 2-10). This1465

function has type Function<Nil> and it does not

take parameters and does not return any value.

Prototype Function<Nil> declares methods with

one or more catch: selectors, each accepting an

object of Any as parameter. Hence, there are meth-1470

ods

// only the signature is shown

func catch: Any e

func catch: Any e1

catch: Any e21475

... // and so on

Exception treatment works like a try-catch

statement of Java/C++/C♯/etc although in an

object-oriented way. Let us explain how the mes-

sage passing of Listing 12 behaves at runtime.1480

(a) The functions of lines 11-13 and 14-19 will be

called f1 and f2. Hence, message “catch: f1

catch: f2” is sent to the function of lines 2-

10, which will be called f.

(b) Method catch:catch: of Function<Nil> is1485

called with f as the receiver.

(c) This method sends message eval to self,

which is f. Method eval runs all the state-

ments of lines 3-9.

(d) If exception ExcNegNumber is thrown (line 71490

is executed), method catch:catch: intercepts

it and searches, among its arguments f1 and

f2, for an adequate function to treat the er-

ror. This method chooses the second argu-

ment, function f2, because its eval: method1495

can accept an ExcNegNumber as argument. Re-

member that a function { (: T e :) ... }

has an “eval: T e” method.11 Now method

catch:catch: ends the execution of f state-

ments and calls function f2 passing as argu-1500

ment the same expression passed to throw:,

which is ExcNegNumber(num). Note that al-

though f1 comes first in the argument list of

catch:catch:, it is not the one chosen because

its parameter type, ExcDivZero, is not a super-1505

type of the argument passed to throw:.

Method catch:catch: of Function<Nil> (and

the like) is implemented in Java and uses a

try-catch statement of this language. Method

throw: of Any is also implemented in Java and just1510

throws an exception.

The arguments to catch: do not have to be

anonymous functions. They can be any objects that

declare eval: methods that take exceptions as pa-

rameters (this is checked by a metaobject). For1515

example, one argument can be an object CatchAll

of package cyan.lang.

object CatchAll

func eval: CyException e { }

11If it returns a value, the function has a method “eval:

T e -> R”.
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1 object CatchErrNum

2 overload

3 func eval: ExcDivZero e {

4 "Division by 0" println

5 }

6 func eval: ExcNegNumber e {

7 Out println: (

8 "Illegal negative"

9 ++ " number: "

10 ++ (e getNumber ));

11 }

12 end

Listing 13: Catching an exception

end1520

Therefore, the example could be rewritten as

{ ... }

catch: CatchAll;

Now, only one catch: selector is necessary because

the eval: method parameter type (CyException)1525

is the top of the hierarchy of exceptions. This eval:

method does nothing and this last code is equivalent

to the following Java code.

share = 0;

try { ... }1530

catch( Throwable e ) { }

The anonymous functions of Listing 12 that are

arguments to the catch: keywords can be trans-

formed into method bodies of eval: methods as

shown in Listing 13. Keyword overload is required1535

because there are two methods with the same name

and number of parameters in the sole selector. The

code below has exactly the same semantics as the

Listing 12 code, assuming the body of the function

f is the same.1540

{ ... } // f

catch: CatchErrNum;

CatchErrNum could have declared just one eval:

method whose parameter type is the union

ExcDivZero | ExcNegNumber1545

A type-case statement would be necessary for tak-

ing different actions for each type.

Related Works. The exception handling systems

(EHS) of most object-oriented languages use throw

(or raise) statements (taking exception objects as1550

arguments) and catch clauses (that accept these ob-

jects). After a throw statement is executed, the

runtime system ends the current line of execution

and transfers the control to the first catch clause

that can accept the exception object. The EHS of1555

Cyan follows this model albeit in an object-oriented

way: exceptions are thrown and caught by message

passings. The intended catch clauses are anony-

mous functions or regular objects with eval: meth-

ods. That means there is no return statement in-1560

side a try or catch clause because this kind of state-

ment is not allowed in anonymous functions. That

prevents confusing code mixing two kinds of inter-

ruptions of the normal flow of control, which are

return and throw statements [11].1565

In Cyan, the EHS interacts with many language

features:

(a) type system. Throwing and catching excep-

tions are regular message passings checked by

the type checker;1570
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(b) metaobjects. The argument to a catch: key-

word should have at least one eval: method

accepting one parameter whose type is subpro-

totype of CyException. This is checked by a

metaobject;1575

(c) method overloading. Conventional try-catch

statements look for an adequate catch clause in

the textual order of declaration. To mimic this

behavior, Cyan uses overloaded eval: meth-

ods in catch objects. The behavior is the same1580

by design: overloaded methods were designed

specifically to be used on catch objects;

(d) inheritance. A prototype that catches a family

of related errors (for example, those related to

file handling) can be subprototyped and some1585

catch methods can be overridden;

(e) polymorphism. An argument to a catch: mes-

sage keyword may be a variable that refers to

a catch object that is changed at runtime.

{ ... } catch: catchVar;1590

Hence, error treatment can be easily changed

at runtime due to polymorphism;

(f) generic prototypes. Several prototypes of pack-

age cyan.lang catch only some specified excep-

tions that are type arguments to them.1595

{ ... } catch:

CatchWarning <E1 , E2 >;

A message is issued for the two exceptions, the

others are propagated. The generic prototype

ExceptionConverter takes an even number of1600

type parameters that should be exceptions. It

catches the exception of position i (even) and

throws the exception of position i+1 (odd).

{ ... }

catch: ExceptionConverter <1605

ExcNegNumber ,

ExcOutOfLimits >;

Exception ExcNegNumber is caught and

ExcOutOfLimits is thrown instead. That is

used when combining two libraries that use1610

different exception prototypes for equivalent

errors;

(g) context objects. In some cases, the exception

treatment needs to change local variables to

correct the error. Usually, that is made us-1615

ing an anonymous function as a parameter to a

catch: keyword.

var Int n = 1;

{ ... }

catch: { (: ExcNegNumber e :)1620

n = 0

};

The anonymous function code can be reused if

put inside a context object.

var Int n;1625

{ ... }

catch: CatchNeg(n);

9. Conclusion

Cyan supports gradual typing, method overload-

ing, partially safe object initialization, anonymous1630

functions, compile-time metaprogramming, generic

types with concepts, and an exception handling sys-

tem. Although these constructs are well known,

Cyan introduces several novelties in their support.

In relation to gradual typing, the semantics of the1635
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code does not change by replacing a prototype with

Dyn and vice-versa. The language grammar was

designed so that omitting types of method parame-

ters (making them of type Dyn) does not cause any

ambiguity. In relation to method overloading, the1640

compile-time type of message arguments is never

taken into consideration when choosing a method

at runtime.

The initialization of objects is partially safe.

There are draconian rules for shared fields and more1645

relaxed ones for regular fields. They assure that, ex-

cept in one particular known case, non-initialized

fields are never used. Context objects are a safe

way to reuse code that can access local variables.

They can replace non-reusable anonymous func-1650

tions. The Metaobject Protocol allows to change al-

most every aspect of the compilation. Metaobjects

can add code and do checks. Besides that, they can

introduce callbacks in the compiler so that, when

there is an event, a specific metaobject method1655

is called. An event can be a message passing, a

compilation error (non-existing field), method over-

ridding, and inheritance. Generic prototypes can

take an undetermined number of parameters and

metaobject concept can check them issuing cus-1660

tomized error messages (if necessary). Test cases

can be automatically generated. Regular develop-

ers can change this metaobjet adapting it to her/his

needs.

The exception handling system (EHS) is object-1665

oriented. Consequently, error handling code can be

reused, there may be a hierarchy of prototypes for

error treatment. Besides that, the EHS interacts

with other language features such as polymorphism,

generic prototypes, and context objects.1670
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